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CAPTUS®
Vascular Retrieval System

For simple & complex retrievals,
reach for one device
CAPTUS provides the optimal balance of stiffness, flexibility, and precision
in one easy to use vascular retrieval device.
Thanks to two pairs of independent suture loops and a unique nitinol braided
frame, CAPTUS offers a secure and confident capture, enabling you to be
prepared for filter retrieval complications along the way.
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1. Self-centering frame design

2. Braided loop snare

A unique braided frame design self-centers the
hook and/or apex of the filter into the loop snare,
allowing for a straightforward and secure
hook capture.

A proprietary crosshair, inner loop suture design
enables a nearly infinite number of snare points,
simplifying capture and minimizing filter release.

3. Shapeable PEEK shaft

4. Physician-tensioning hub

A shapeable polyether-ether-ketone (PEEK) shaft,
allowing you to shape the CAPTUS shaft to direct
the self-centering cone toward filter hooks that may
not be centered in the inferior vena cava (IVC).

A precise, physician-tensioning feature tightens
the loop snare around the filter hook and/or apex,
ensuring a secure grasp for a confident capture.

DON'T GET CAUGHT OFF GUARD
Make CAPTUS your go-to choice, preparing you for routine
retrievals that unexpectedly go from simple to complicated.

Specifications
Order number

Item

Size

CAP1412

CAPTUS Vascular
Retrieval Device

14 mm braided loop snare on 120 cm PEEK shaft
with physician-tensioning feature

120 cm
14 mm

OD 0.125” (3.2 mm)

Caution: Federal (USA) law restricts this device to sale by or on the order of a physician. The CAPTUS Vascular Retrieval System is intended
for use in the cardiovascular system to retrieve foreign objects, including, but not limited to guidewires, coils, balloons, catheters, and filters.
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YOUR LINK BETWEEN PATIENT AND CARE
Nipro Medical Corporation is a subsidiary of Nipro Corporation
Japan, established in 1954 and a world-leader in healthcare with
over 30,000 employees around the globe. We are committed to
delivering innovative, high quality solutions in the form of renal,
medical-surgical, and vascular products. This fundamental
objective drives us to develop cutting-edge, value-added
products for healthcare professionals that are safe, effective,
and easy to use.
As an integral part of a vast global manufacturing network, Nipro
Medical Corporation's North America division is responsible
for managing the sales, marketing, and business operations of
the United States and Canada – unified in our commitment to
improving patient care and quality of life.
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